Supplementary information accompanies this communication on Nature's website.
In 1998, outbreaks of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection were reported in children attending Al-Fateh Hospital in Benghazi, Libya. Here we use molecular phylogenetic techniques to analyse new virus sequences from these outbreaks. We find that the HIV-1 and HCV strains were already circulating and prevalent in this hospital and its environs before the arrival in March 1998 of the foreign medical staff (five Bulgarian nurses and a Palestinian doctor) who stand accused of transmitting the HIV strain to the children. Almost half of the 111 children studied in the early months after the discovery of the outbreak showed evidence of both HIV-1 and HCV infection 1 . Of 418 children eventually affected by these viruses, 248 were referred to European hospitals 1, 2 . Sequence analysis of 51 children classified the HIV-1 infection as the strain CRF02_AG; HCV infection was classified as genotype 4 or subtype 1a in 15 children 1, 2 . We studied HIV-1 gag gene sequences from 44 affected children, plus 61 HCV E1E2 gene sequences that span the HCV hypervariable region (for methods, see supplementary information). By using these data in an evolutionary analysis, we could place a real timescale on the transmission history of the outbreaks.
We collated all available reference strains that were closely related to the sequences from the Al-Fateh Hospital, then estimated and assessed phylogenies using algorithmic, bayesian and maximum-likelihood methods (for details, see supplementary information). The HIV-1 sequences from the hospital form a well supported monophyletic cluster within the CRF02_AG clade, indicating that the outbreak arose from one CRF02_AG lineage. The cluster is closest to three west African reference sequences (Fig. 1a) , the basal location of which suggests that the Al-Fateh Hospital lineage arrived in Libya from there. The branch length leading to the Al-Fateh Hospital cluster is perfectly typical; hence the Al-Fateh Hospital strain is not unusually divergent 2 .
In an equivalent HCV phylogenetic analysis, the HCV sequences from the hospital formed three monophyletic clusters containing 11 subtype-4a sequences, phylogenetically placed among Egyptian subtype 4a lineages; 22 sequences most closely related to a Cameroonian genotype-4 strain; and 24 sequences belonging to the worldwide and prevalent subtype 1a; four remaining sequences belong to genotype 4 ( Fig. 1b, c; see supplementary  information) .
Epidemiological linkage of the HIV-1 and HCV clusters from Al-Fateh Hospital with sequences from sub-Saharan Africa is to be expected, given the large number of migrants within or passing through Libya 3 ; indeed, the Libyan authorities have expressed concern about the risk of introduction of HIV/AIDS and hepatitis as a result of this migration 4 . In addition, HCV genotype 4 is endemic to central Africa and the Middle East [5] [6] [7] , and subtype 4a is exceptionally prevalent in neighbouring Egypt 8, 9 .
Virus sequences also contain temporal information about the date of origin and age of epidemics 10 . We therefore comprehensively analysed the evolution of the Al-Fateh Hospital clusters using an established bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach 9,10 that appropriately accounts for estimation uncertainty. We estimated three parameter values for each cluster: the date of its most recent common ancestor; the probability that its most recent common ancestor was more recent than 1 March 1998; and the percentage of its lineages that already existed before 1 March 1998. (These values are conservative, because cluster origins could be older than the most recent common ancestor, but not younger.) To avoid model selection bias, we used a range of applicable models.
We found that, irrespective of which model was used, the estimated date of the most common recent ancestor for each cluster predated March 1998, sometimes by many years (Fig. 2) .
In most analyses, the probability that the clusters from the Al-Fateh Hospital originated after that time was almost zero (for details, see supplementary information). For the three HCV clusters, the percentage of lineages already present before March 1998 was about 70%; the equivalent percentage for the HIV-1 cluster was estimated at about 40%.
Our results support the existing nosocomial transmission scenario 1, 11 and suggest that AlFateh Hospital had a long-standing infection-control problem. The earlier origin and
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HIV-1 and HCV sequences from Libyan outbreak Crucially, we have shown that the HIV-1 and HCV strains responsible were being spread and transmitted among individuals attending the hospital before March 1998, indicating that many of the transmissions giving rise to the infection clusters must have already occurred before the foreign medical staff arrived.
